inter-comparisons clearly demonstrate the potential of this algorithm to process data from 37 high-spectral infrared (IR) sounder instruments.
Introduction 58
The AIRS instrument measures radiances in 2378 spectral channels within the spectral 59 range from 650 cm -1 to 2675 cm -1 (corresponding to 3.74 µm to 15.4 µm). The spectral 60 coverage includes strong CO 2 absorption necessary for temperature profile retrievals, 61 
Summary
The probability of having clouds in an AIRS footprint, which is 13.5 km at nadir, is 268 relatively high. An approach to retrieve sounding parameters along with cloud top 269 pressure (CTP) and cloud optical thickness (COT) under cloudy skies is described in this 270 paper. A fast cloudy radiative transfer model accounting for clouds of various phases, 271 cloud particle sizes, and optical thicknesses was used to simulate cloudy radiances 272 representing the regression training set. The simulations are performed for a subset of 273 profiles from the global database with COT and effective particle size randomly assigned 274 to each profile. An eigenvector regression retrieval method is applied to obtain two sets 275 of regression coefficients (one for water clouds and one for ice clouds). The retrieval 276 product includes temperature, humidity and ozone from 0. 
